Solar Origin Iron Ions in the Earth’s Radiation Belts: Multi-dimensional Equilibrium Configuration Modeling with Charge States 1 through 12
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Energetic IRON (Ferrum) ions are supplied to the Earth’s magnetosphere from the processes in the outer parts of the sun (as a component solar wind and as solar energetic particle fluxes). In contrast, the Earth’s atmosphere contains very little atomic or ionized iron, except in occasional meteoric dust. Based on the parameters: geomagnetic L-shell, iron ion magnetic moment, the second adiabatic invariant of these ions, and the ionic charge state number, we have developed a hybrid model for the iron ion distributions in the trapping region. The equilibrium configuration has been computed iteratively, using the technique of stripped derivatives. We have taken care to insure that collisionally induced coupling between the many ionic charge states is numerically treated with algorithms to prevent numerical instability. In this report we show steady state iron ion distributions have been obtained numerically from an assumed outer radiation zone boundary condition at L=7, average values of the radial diffusion coefficients, and standard values for the exospheric neutral densities due to the MSIS-86 model. We included the twelve lowest ionic charge states for the iron ion for which we have information on the ionic charge exchange cross sections. The computed distributions illustrate the resulting equilibrium structure of energetic iron ions between 10 KeV and 100 MeV ion kinetic energies. The present multi-dimensional results map the magnetic latitudinal extent of the iron ion fluxes. In the central parts of the Earth’s radiation belts, computed charge state distributions show the predominance of the lower charge states at the lower energies and the higher charges states in the multi-MeV range. In accordance with solar wind compositional information, we assumed charge state twelve to be the dominant iron ion charge state at the interface between the interplanetary medium and the trapping region, nominally placed at L=7. Like other ion species with multiple available ionic charge states, iron ions, on the average, undergo both a downshift and an upshift in charge state during their diffusive transitory residence in the Earth’s inner magnetosphere.
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